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Education Ecosystem is a decentralized ecosystem for learning about technologies and           
trying them out hands-on using free practical project examples. We are like GitHub on              
video for developers. Our ecosystem consists of two networks, namely the internal            
ecosystem and the external ecosystem. The internal ecosystem participants are project           
creators, viewers, community moderators, project quality moderators and API         
application developers. The external ecosystem participants are developer-focused        
companies who use our developer-relations service. Over 1,000,000 people from 194           
countries have used our product since we launched our alpha version at the end of               
2015, with a focus on software development projects. Our beta product soon followed             
and more than 13,000 project creators have created over 200,000 pieces of video             
content. Our platform is free for consumers and monetizes by charging companies for             
developer-relations-as-a-service (DRaaS) automation.  

There is no online project-based learning platform that teaches college students and 
professionals who have passed the beginner stage how to build complete products. 
Education Ecosystem does not target beginners, but those who have more than basic 
introductory knowledge of a field. College students and professionals working in the 
industry use our platform. They live in the US, China, Europe and Brazil and use 
projects to learn how to build complete products. Our projects are available either as 
video or livestream.  

We are building our blockchain smart contract technology on top of Ethereum, using             
ERC20 tokenization mechanics. We use LEDU smart contracts in our network for            
rewards.  

The Education Ecosystem network is a classic model that is highly suitable for             
blockchain smart contract tokenization. The blockchain decentralizes key product         
development decisions that are made on both the supply and demand side.            
Tokenization helps us to build our network faster on both the supply and demand side. 



Education Ecosystem Token Utility Model  

Supply side:  
● Education Ecosystem provides a peer-to-peer project network that connects 

project creators to viewers around the world.  
● We use tokenization as a key approach to solve our chicken-and-egg marketplace             

problem by incentivizing early project creators with a mix of LEDU tokens and             
cash.  
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● Tokenization enables the Education Ecosystem to bind project creators because           
they will have a shared interest in the long-term value appreciation of LEDU             
tokens.  

● We use token buyers, who have subject matter domain expertise, to create 
projects.  

Demand side:  
● Tokenization empowers viewers as token holders to vote on topics like which             

categories and product features to add next. This transforms the Education           
Ecosystem from a supply-side-driven marketplace to a demand one.  

● Tokenization enables the Education Ecosystem to reward site supporters,          
moderators and API developers for their activities on the platform by using LEDU             
tokens, without the need to spend large sums of fiat upfront, thus reducing             
business risk.  

LEDU token holders benefit from:  
● The ability to use LEDU tokens for voting on key decisions in the network. ● 
Growth of the network by the addition of new developer-focused tech products. ● 
Growth of the network by the addition of Chinese, Russian and Portuguese 
projects.  
● Demand generation through companies paying for DRaaS, i.e. B2B sales.  

Education Ecosystem does NOT compete directly with existing professional         
development platforms, as it is focused on practical projects (project-based learning)           
and users who have passed the beginner stage (post-beginners & intermediates).  

Compared to the indirect competitors Lynda, Pluralsight and Udemy: ● Education 
Ecosystem does not have expensive content production costs (< $500 per project).  
● Project completion speed on Education Ecosystem is faster (< 1 month). ● 
Education Ecosystem uses only project-based learning.  
● Our learning model focuses on practical projects and real production level work. ● 
Viewers watch how to build a complete product.  
● Education Ecosystem is a peer-to-peer network (decentralized) which gives it 

access to a bigger project creator pool.  
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What Makes Education Ecosystem Unique  

Dr. Michael J. Garbade leads Education Ecosystem as Founder & CEO. As a young              
team of business professionals, educators, back-end engineers, front-end developers         
and tech marketers with work experience from Amazon, General Electric, Photobucket,           
Rebate Networks and more, the team has extensive sector domain expertise in the             
education and video streaming space. Moreover, the team has worked for over two             
years building Education Ecosystem and has gathered enormous insight on user           
acquisition, content management, monetization models, non-monetizable use cases and         
market data. The Education Ecosystem team has gathered a group of advisors that they              
have been working with including CoinAgenda Founder Michael Terpin, Starbase          
founder Tomoaki Sato, serial entrepreneur Oli Slipper, co-founder of Perform Group and            
Masomo; Founder and CIO of Coinhills, Francisco Jo; and Founder and COO of KR              
Token Isaac Lee.  

Education Ecosystem’s revenue model is focused on B2B sales by providing           
developer-focused companies with developer-relations-as-a-service (DRaaS)     
automation. Through this service, we help them to reach their target audience in the              
most cost-effective way. We create practical video tutorial projects to teach developers            
how to build real applications on these companies’ platforms and distribute the projects  
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online. With our product evangelism, developer-focused companies are able to attract           
more developers, train them on how to use their products and ultimately grow their              
ecosystems.  

We also seek to bring cryptocurrency to the masses by educating developers through             
practical projects, which show them how to build on top of various blockchain platforms.              
This will help to grow the blockchain and cryptocurrency community by training            
blockchain developers to satisfy the growing job demand.  

Our token is called “Education token”, having the abbreviation “LEDU” and based on the              
Ethereum ERC-20 standard. LEDU tokens are integrated into all core modules on            
Education Ecosystem and used as a rewards system for project creators, viewers, site             
moderators and API developers.  

Education Ecosystem has been featured in CoinTelegraph, Mashable, VentureBeat,         
TechCrunch, Habrahabru, Spiegel, Opensource.com, Pingwest, Business Insider and        
many leading tech blogs in China, Brazil and Russia.  

During our progress, and development, global coronavirus pandemic struck, the          
Education Ecosystem project was put on hold because a few of its developers             
contracted the virus and others were indirectly affected. Team members could not travel             
due to the lockdowns and shutdowns.  

As the project endured the tragic passing of its community members, it realized that the               
coronavirus pandemic wasn’t an abstract threat but an all-too-real danger. It was out of              
this sombre understanding that Education Ecosystem’s team decided to help family,           
friends, and community affected by coronavirus through a hotline.  

This is how the idea for National Coronavirus Hotline (NCH) was conceived. It was              
designed, developed, and launched as a community-based response to an invisible           
enemy that within a space of a few months, had turned the world upside down. More                
than 2.4 million people have succumbed to the coronavirus pandemic, with a half a              
million of them recorded in the U.S.  

NCH provides information-based services through the hotline that reduces the spread 
rate of coronavirus. NCH is focusing on San Francisco, Los Angeles, Bakersfield and 
Long Beach at the start and will soon reach out to every region. NCH is providing 
services like Telemedicine, Mental health, and disinfection etc. 


